
Top Outreach Features
for Meeting GDPR

Privacy By Design & By Default:
“How do you make security and privacy 

easy for the end user?”

Are you prepared for GDPR requirements and their impacts on your business? Outreach is here 
to help you navigate the new requirements and keep your organization complaint, 

by mapping out the following GDPR scenarios to our comprehensive feature list.

GDPR Scenario & Requirement

+

Outreach Feature & Solution

Default Governance Profile +
Prospect De-dupe by Default

Data Access Control:
“How do you control access to my data?

SAML Federation (SSO) +
Governance Profiles

Monitoring of Processing:
“Do you maintain a record of what is being 

done with my data?
Activity Feed

Data Confidentiality & Availability:
“How do you ensure my data is available 

when I need it?” “Is it encrypted in your systems?”

ALL customer data is encrypted in transit 
and at rest + 24 hour RTP/RPO + ISO 27001 & 

SOC2 Type II Certifications

Cross-border Data Transfer:
“Where is my data stored and protected?”

“If outside the EU is it transferred securely?”

US-EU Privacy Shield Certification +
Outreach DPA

Data Subject Rights:
“Please delete all the data you have on me.”

Prospect Delete + Email Delete

Data Subject Rights:
“Please send me a report of all data you have on me.”

CSV Export

Data Subject Rights:
“Please update my data across ALL of your systems.”

Salesforce Sync

Consent Management:
“Can I sell/market to this individual?”

“Do I have explicit permission to contact them?”

SFDC Custom Fields +
Inbound Create + Templates



Consent Management:
“Does Outreach work with my consent management

tools to keep our Outreach instance up-to-date?”

GDPR Scenario & Requirement Outreach Feature & Solution

Custom Unsubscribe

Consent Management:
“Can Outreach identify and/or automatically prohibit

a prospect from being contacted by specific
methods (email, phone, etc)?”

Inbound Create + Rulesets +
Contact Validity + Tagging

Consent Management:
“Can I use Outreach to automatically prevent actions

for Data Subjects that have opted out?”

Inbound Create + Triggers + Global Safety Settings +
Rulesets + Global Opt-out

Consent Management:
“How do I prevent my users from
going around these protections?”

Governance Profiles + Contact Blacklist

GDPR Term Glossary
Consent - Requirement to gain unambiguous consent (i.e. explicit). This can be obtained through third parties but must
 be identified as such when contacting the Data Subject.

Cross-border Transfer - Transmission or shipment of a Data Subject’s personal data out of the EU/EEA.

Data Controller - Outreach Customers. Responsible for defining what needs to happen with the personal data (and also
 collects personal data).

Data Portability - Allows Data Subjects to recieve personal data they provided to a controller in a structured,
 commonly-used, and machine-readable format.

Data Processor - Outreach. Responsible for handling personal data as instructed by a Data Controller for specific
 purposes and services offered to the Data Controller.

Data Subject - A natural person, and EU citizen, which can be identified by the personal data collected by a Data Controller.

Data Subject Rights - New rights include the right to be forgotten, right to data portability, and the right to object
 to profiling.

GDPR Articles - The final GDPR text consists of two parts: the recitals and the actual Articles. The Articles describe the 
 actual requirements and expected Privacy Management Activities (PMAs) needed to comply.

Personal Data (in Outreach) - Name, Address, Phone #, Email Address, IP Address

Privacy By Design & Default - Companies must consider privacy at the start of any new project to ensure that sufficient
 security controls are in place as part of the default configuration and throughout the development lifecycle.


